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Viva la Wolfe is the sound of the bolt that no longer wants to be part of the machine.
With an intense and aggressive presence Viva la Wolfe swings between the
melancholic, the vulgar and the beautiful like a pendulum and with their

uncompromised rock leaves the listener on a narrow path weathered and thoughtful.

The band draws inspiration from the raw and dirty grunge of the 90’s letting the
gloomy and unpolished grow from the depths of chaos. This is combined with

impulsive, atmospheric unfoldings and dynamic shifts inspired by the sound of the
70’s. Finally, thoughtful acoustic moments are thrown into a mix that will plunge the

listener into a vulgar and beautiful ocean.

www.Facebook.com/vivalawolfe
www.Instagram.com/vivalawolfe
www.youtube.com/@vivalawolfe
Vivalawolfe@gmail.com
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Debut Album Prosperity 

Out Now!

Gaffa Magazine 
“In the Footsteps of Pearl Jam and

Others”

Sounding Shivers
...”Viva La Wolfe present a solid

whole and a singular universe”...

Metallus.it
...”they prove themselves capable
of beautiful accelerations, of an
always fluid execution and of a

rhythmic mastery”...

SpilDanskMusik
...“it’s raw and polished, it's heavy

and playful, it's bombastic and
cudlly, it's dark and engrossing”...

Prosperity is the debut album for Esbjerg based rock band Viva la Wolfe. Showcasing a
heavier and grittier sound the band draws inspiration from the raw and dirty grunge of the
90’s letting the gloomy and unpolished grow from the depths of chaos. Acoustic moments

are thrown into a mix that will plunge the listener into a vulgar and beautiful ocean of
sound. Prosperity takes the listener through a multitude of universes stretching from

religious and political ostracization to the terrors of sleep paralysis and even the lifecycle
of salmon.



Christian Børge, Drums

MetalNews.fr

“This record is a pure
marvel that takes us back
several decades.”

Pavillion666 8,5/10

“Whats facinating about
the guitar is the riffs, with
2-3- well orchestrated
chords, and off we go!”

Ahasverus

“Prosperity” glides
nonchalantly like a
skiff cutting through
the waters of a
brackish marsh”

Marcus Honore, Guitar

Rasmus Brose, Guitar



Jesper Krause, Bass

Johan Hansen, Vocals

ODYMETAL
“It is not the joy that develops on this
album that navigates between
Grunge, Doom and Metal. “Prosperity”
will find an audience among those
who love these genres that VIVA LA
WOLFE has cleverly mixed.”

Rock At Night

“...a journey through the
shadows of your soul...”







Radio Airplay On



Fall Dates 2023
23/09 - Ølluminati Viborg

07/10 - Kanten Esbjerg

20/10 - Vinöl Horsens

08/11 - Fatter Eskils Århus

25/24 - RIAMUF Ribe


